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Abstract

This paper is concerned with transforming depth p nested for loop algorithms into special

purpose q-D systolic VLSI arrays, where 1 < g < p— 1- Previously, techniques have been de-

veloped for transforming a p nested loop algorithm into a (p— 1)-D systolic array. The authors

have also developed a technique for transforming a p nested loop algorithm into a 1-D (linear)

systolic array. However, the problem of transforming a p nested loop algorithm into a 5-D

systohc array, where 1 < g < p— 1, has not been studied systematically before. In this paper,

we close this gap by giving necessary and sufficient conditions for transforming a p nested loop

algorithm into a q-D systolic array in the general case for any g, l<g<p— 1-

Index Terms— algorithm transformations, data contention, data dependence, systolic ar-

rays, parallel processing, VLSI.
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1 Introduction

This report is concerned with solving an open problem of transforming a p nested loop algorithm

into a q-D systolic array in the general case, where I < q < p- I- Transforming loops into systolic

(array) algorithms is quite an interesting and challenging problem, which has been extensively

studied [1] [2] [4] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16]. The fundamental technique used in these

papers is the hyperplane method [3] [5]. They found the data-dependence vectors [3] [5] of an

algorithm first, and then they found a nonsingular linear mapping preserving the data-dependence

ordering of the original algorithm. This method is also called the space-time mapping.

A depth p nested loop algorithm can be naturally seen as an algorithm to solve a problem

with a p dimensional problem space. [2] mapped a p dimensional problem space to a 1-D time

hyperplane and an ^-D space hyperplane (systolic algorithm) mapping, where 1 < 9 < p— 1. [4]

[10] [11] mapped a p dimensional problem space to a t loops 1-D time hyperplane and an s-D space

hyperplane mapping, where p = t + s. [16] mapped a p dimensional problem space to a p — 2 loops

1-D time hyperplane and a 2-D space hyperplane mapping; then they mapped this p — 2 loops 1-D

time hyperplane to a 1-D clock ticks. [1] [8] [9] [12] [13] [14] [15] mapped a p dimensional problem

space to a 1-D time hyperplane and a (p— 1)-D space hyperplane mapping.

A mapping is correct if it satisfies the following three conditions:

1. it preserves the data-dependence ordering of the original sequential algorithm,

2. the "right" data flows to the "right" place at the "right" time, and

3. there is no data collision in the data links of the systolic array.

It has been proved that a correct transformation of a p dimensional problem space to a 1-D time

hyperplane and a (p— 1 )-D space hyperplane mapping satisfied conditions 1 and 2 [12]. In addition,

we will show later in this report how to assure that it also satisfies condition 3. However, there

have been no formal proofs that a specific transformation of a p dimensional problem space to a

1-D time hyperplane and an q-D space hyperplane mapping is correct, where 1 < g < p — 1, and

in addition, there have been no formal proofs that a specific transformation of a p dimensional
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problem space to a t loops 1-D time hyperplane and an s-D space hyperplane mapping is correct,

where p = t + s and 5 7^ p - 1. In fact, [2] [4] [10] [11] [16] did not show that their mappings

had no data collisions in the data links. This is because the space-time mapping only requires

a nonsingular mapping which preserves the data-dependence ordering of the original sequential

algorithm. Thus, it only satisfies conditions 1 and 2 in the previous paragraph. Coincidently, there

is no data collision in the data links when transforming a p dimensional problem space to a 1-D

time hyperplane and a (p - 1)-D space hyperplane mapping. However, when p = 3, the authors

[6] gave examples showing that a nonsingular 1-D time hyperplane and a 1-D space hyperplane

mapping as well as a nonsingular Sloops 1-D time hyperplane and a 1-D space hyperplane mapping

for a depth 5 loops matrix multiplication algorithm had data collisions in the data links. Therefore,

this problem is nontrivial for the cases where s ^ p— 1.

Recently the authors gave necessary and sufficient conditions for transforming a p dimensional

problem space to a 1-D time hyperplane and a 1-D space hyperplane mapping [6] [7]. There thus

exist methods for transforming a p nested loop algorithm into a (p— 1)-D systolic array and into a

1-D (linear) array. In this report, we close this gap by presenting necessary and sufficient conditions

for transforming a p nested loop algorithm into a g-D systolic array, where 1 < 9 < p — 1. We

thus are able to synthesize q-D systolic array algorithms from nested loop algorithms in the generjd

C3ise, where 1 < 9 < p - 1 •

2 Mapping p Nested Loop Algorithms into q-D Systolic Arrays

2.1 Depth p Nested Loop Algorithms

For a model of a nested loop algorithm we use, see [6]. A p nested loop algorithm Ag comprised

of three parts: (1) the loop index set, /'', which is also called the problem space; (2) the set

of variables, including input variables, output variables, and temporary variables; and (3) the

sequence of statements in the loop body.

Then we considered the set of data-dependence vectors of the p nested loop algorithm. A data-

dependence vector d, of a variable can be viewed as difference of indices where a variable is used

and where that variable was generated. Then, we further classified the data dependence vectors
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according to Zero-One-Infinite property. For more details, see [6] [7].

For simplicity, in this report we assume that if d, = (cf,i,d,2, • • ,dip), then gcd(d,i,<^.2i • • • i^tp) = •

1. The more general case where gcd{dii,di2,. . .,d,p) 7^ 1 is beyond the scope of this report.

2.2 q-D Systolic Arrays

For brevity, in this report we only give a brief description of q-D systolic arrays. The topology

structure of a q-D systolic array is similar to a q-D convex lattice. Each processor element (PE)

in a q-D systolic array can be indexed by a g-tuple in q-D coordinate. In this structure, PEs are

connected by data links. However, each PE can only be connected to its neighbors. Therefore,

there are at most 3' number of directions for data links. For example, in Fig. 1. there are at most

9 = 3^ directions in a 2-D array.

In order to implement fixed data stream velocity, each data link may or may not have a buffer,

which consists of registers. The lengths of the buffers for different data links may be different. For

convenience, we will use Ar to represent a q-D systolic array; A', the number of data links in each

PE; ti, the direction of data link i\ and 6,, the size of the buffer corresponding to data link i. A

typical 1-D array can be seen in Fig. 2.

2.3 Data Dependence Vectors, Data Links, and Data Streams

The authors in [6] [7] related data-dependence vectors to data links and data streams. In general,

each data-dependence vector corresponds to a data link, which also corresponds to a data stream.

Therefore, the number of data links must be at least equal to the number of data-dependence

vectors. As we will associate a single dedicated data link with each data-dependence vector, for

convenience, we will say that data-dependence vector d, will correspond to data link i and data

stream i.

2.4 Time Hyperplanes and Space Hyperplanes

It is our goal to assign each index of Jf to both a specific time instance and a specific q-D array

location by means of a linear transformation. We can therefore describe the desired assignment as

a linear mapping from p dimensions into q + 1 dimensions, where p > 9 -f 1 > 2. Thus we map
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the p-D space of indices into a (9 + 1)-D space: (?i,{2, • ,»p)' '—' {tJi,. ,lq), where (/i,.. . ,/,)

state the location of the PE executing index (t'l, ij, .. . ,ip)' at time t.

Our algorithms, denoted by (H, S), can therefore be described by means of a mapping described

by p nested loops on a g + 1 dimensioned space. H is a vector (/ii, . . . ,/ip) and S is a matrix

/ * 11

V Sgl

Given an index (I'l, jj, •• • ,'p)', the mapping

3qp I

H
S

(Ji,i2,...,tp)' is a (9+1)

dimensional vector:

511

where t and (/i, .

.

Sip

( /iih + 1- hpip \

(Jl,l2,...,2p)'
-Min + + 5lplp

'9P /

: + • + :

\ Sfllh + • • + Sqpip J

( t \

\ ', /

Ig) specify the time and the g-D location of a data token with index

(11,12, ... ,ip)'. We refer to this mapping as a 1-D time hyperplane and a q-D space hyperplane

q-D array algorithm (H.S). In general, the time hyperplane H and the space hyperplane S must

satisfy certain constraints which we will state next.

3 Necessary and SufRcient Conditions

Let l<9<p-l- A correct q-D array algorithm (H,S) that maps a p nested loop algorithm Ag

into a q-T> array Ar must preserve data-dependence relations, the right tokens must be in the right

place at the right time, and in addition, data tokens must not collide in data links.

3.1 Necessary Conditions

We now consider conditions to be satisfied by (H.S) in order to assure a correct construction.

There are four necessary conditions for (H,S).

1. H has to preserve the data-dependence relation, that is, if h - I\ = d, and rf, ^ Op (Op =

(0,0,. .. ,0)', a p-tuple zero vector) for all two indices /j and I2, then I2 must be executed after

I\. That is, H/2 - H/i > 0. or, H(/2 - /j ) = Hf/, > 0. (In the following report, we also assume
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/i ^ I2 if we do not mention it.)

Condition 1 : HJ, > must be true for all nonzero data-dependence vectors d, (^ Op).

Note: This follows immediately from [3] [5].

2. No two indices /i and I2 can be mapped to the same PE at the same time, that is, H/i = H72

and S/i = S/2 can not be both true at the same time.

Condition 2 : If Ii and I2 are two indices of I^ then
j )

(-^2 — -^i) / Og+i-

Note: (1) This condition is related to the nonsingularity condition of [4], [12], and others. (2)

Generally, the space-time mapping only deals with Conditions 1 and 2.

3. We now consider the direction and the length of the delay buffer in each data link. Suppose

a variable with the data-dependence vector d, is generated in index I and will be used next time

in index / + cf,. Index I is executed in PE^j at time H/, and the index 7 -f d, will be executed

in -P-Es(7-i-d,) ^^ time H(/ -f d,). Thus the corresponding token is in PEqj at time H7 and is in

PEs(I+d,) ^t ^ii^^ H(7+ (f,). We consider two cases:

1. Sdi ^ 0,.

There must have a data link, say data link i of direction ti ^ 0,, connecting PEgj and

-f-^S(7-t-(i,)I i^ addition, S(7 + d, )
- S7 = Scf, = c,t, for some integer c,. That is, this token

flows through PEgj, P£s/>t.' PEs!+2t., ••, PEsT+c,t, = P^Sil+d,)- As this token is

delayed by a constant amount of time, say g, in each PE, H(7 + <f,) — H7 = Hd, = c,^.

We now examine the data flow behavior of data stream i. Consider a token with data

dependence vector d,. From the discussion above, it follows that it will be delayed for g

time while travelling through one PE. One time unit is allocated to the processing time and

therefore we have to account for the remaining g—l time units. To accomplish that, we need
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g shift registers in data link i; in addition. CPU in each PE only connects to the first shift

register. Let 6, be the number of shift registers in data link t, we have g = b,. Therefore,

Hd, = c,6,.

2. Sd, = 0,.

In this case, PE^j = -P^stZ+d,)- That is. the corresponding tokens with d, are fixed in PEs

(and thus tokens do not move in data link t). Therefore, <, = 0,.

We now examine the tokens' behavior in data stream i. Since the tokens do not move in the

data link, we need local registers instead of shift registers. Generally, if the tokens are input

or output variables, then we need I/O ports for transferring them from/to the host computer.

There are different approaches for solving this problem. We only mention two of the more

interesting of such designs.

If each PE has an additional I/O port for transferring tokens with the host computer, then

we need only one local register for data link i. Because we can read (write) a token from

(to) the host computer just before (after) it is used, generated, or regenerated. However, this

design approach will incur O(n') number of I/O ports, where n is the problem size.

Another approach would be to preload all of these tokens before any execution and download

all of these tokens after all executions. In this case we only need 0(71'"') I/O ports, but the

number of local registers in data link i must be at least the maximum number of different

tokens used in data link i for each PE. In addition, because there may be more than one local

register in data link i. we need memory addressing control hardware.

Because the additional I/O ports are expensive, we sometimes choose designs with smaller

number of I/O ports. Therefore, 6,, the number of local registers, is at least equal to the

maximum number of different tokens used (generated) in data link i for each PE. Of course,

we sometimes too avoid the space mapping S such that Sd, = 0,.

Condition 3 : There are two cases:
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Let 6, be the number of shift registers in data link i for each PE and ti be the direction in

data link i. Then, Sd, = c,<, and Kdi = c,6, for some integer c,.

2. Sd, = 0,.

Let bi be the number of local registers in data link i for each PE and t, be the direction in

data link i. Then, ti = 0, and b, is the maximum number of different tokens used (generated)

in data link i for each PE.

Note: (1) When Sd^ -^ 0,. one also can used 6, local registers instead of 6, shift registers;

however, in this case each PE needs additional memory addressing control hardware. (2) When

Sd,- = Og, there are many approaches for determining 6, depending on whether there are additional

I/O ports in each PE or not. There are, however, beyond the scope of this paper.

4. So far we have only examined the behavior of individual tokens. Now we will consider the

possible interference between tokens of the same data stream. We will examine the case where

Sd, 7^ 0, and {I-i — Ii) ^ mdi for all integers m. Then we will show that we cannot have

H(/2 — /i)Sc/, = S(72 — /i)H</,. as otherwise collisions would occur in data links. As this is

rather non-intuitive, the authors in [6] gave an example of mapping a depth 3 loops matrix mul-

tiplication algorithm into 1-D (linear) arrays that neither Hj = (2,1,2) and Sj = (1,1,-2) nor

H2 =
( 9 9 I

2.nd S2 =
( 1 1 ~2

J
are feasible solutions, because data collisions occur

in data links. However, as (Hi,Si) and (H2,S2) satisfy Conditions 1 through 3, the space-time

mapping by itself can not guarantee a correct mapping in the general case.

Condition 4 : If Sdi ^ 0, and {I2 — h) ^ i^di for all integers m, then H(/2 — -^1)3^, 51^

S(/2-/i)Hrf,.

Lemma 1 : Condition 4 is necessary.

Proof : The proof proceeds similarly to the proof of Lemma 8 in [6] replacing S which is a 1-D
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hyperplane there by q-D hyperplane here . D

We summarize the preceding discussion in:

Theorem 2 : Let I < q < p - I- A q-D array algorithm (H,S) that maps correctly a p nested

loop algorithm Ag into a q-D array Ar must satisfy Conditions 1 through 4- D

3.2 Sufficient Conditions

By assuming Conditions 1 through 4. we will show that (H,S) will preserve the data-dependence

relations, the right tokens will be in the right place at the right time, and in addition, no data

tokens will collide in data links. Therefore, Conditions 1 through 4 are not only necessary, but also

sufficient.

Theorem 3 : Let I < q < p — I- A q-D array algorithm (H,S) from a p nested loop algorithm

Ag that satisfies Conditions 1 through 4 maps Ag correctly into a q-D array Ar.

Proof : Consider three cases, depending on the values of d, and Sd,.

1. d, = Op.

In this case, a token in data stream i is used or generated only once in some index / G /'';

therefore, it will not be used or generated in data stream i again. Thus, it has no dependence

relation in data stream i. Next, as tokens are stored in local registers, CPUs can read them

whenever they are needed. Third, since they are stored in local registers, they will not collide

in data links.

2. d, i^ Op and Sd, = 0,.

Unlike for case 1, although a token in data stream i is used or generated more than once in

different indices in P , from Condition 1 H preserves the data-dependence ordering. Next,

similar to case 1 tokens are stored in local registers; therefore, CPUs can read them whenever

they are needed, and in addition, thev also will not collide in data links.
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3. d, ^ Op and Sd, -^ 0,.

In this case, the proof proceeds similarly to the proof of Theorem 10 in [6] replacing S which-

is a 1-D hyperplane there by g-D hyperplane here . D

In general, Conditions 1 through 4 are independent of one another. However, when q = p— 1,

Condition 4 can be derived from Condition 2.

Lemma 4 : Let q—Tp-\, Sd, ^ 0,, and (H,S) satisfy Condition 2. Then when h — h i" '^di

for all integers m, the inequality H(/2 - /i)Sd, ^ S(/2 - h)^dt is always true.

Proof : We consider three cases:

1. H/i = H/2.

H(72 - Ii)Sd, = (H/2 - UIi)Sd, = %. From Condition 1, Kd, / and from Condition 2,

S/2 ^ S/j. Therefore, S(/2 - /i)Hd, = (S/j - S7i)H(f, ^ 0,.

2. S/i = S/2.

From Condition 2, it follows that H/2 ^ H/i. As we assume that Sdi ^ Og, H(/2 - Ii)Sd, ^

0,. However, as S/2 = S/j, S(/2 - /i)Hcf, = Og.

3. H/i / H/2 and S/i 7^ S/2.

H(/2 - /i ) and Hd, are tv/o integers, S(/2 - h) and Sd,- are two (p- l)-tuple vectors. Assume

by contradiction that H(/2 — /i)S(i, = S(/2 - /i)Hcf, for some h — h ^ vndi. Then S(/2 — h)

must be equal to rSd, for some integer r and H(/2 — I\) must be equal to rHcf,-. (We

use the assumption that gcd(d,j ,c?,j, . . . ,d,p) = 1, where di = (d,j,d,-2, .. . ,d,p).) We have

H((/2 - /i) - rd,) = and S((/2 - h) - rd,) = Op_i. That is, f g
J

{{h - h) - rd,) = Op.

However, from Condition 2, H and S are nonsingular, and in addition, H is of rank 1 and S
/ jj \

is of rank p— 1 (because q — p— 1). Therefore, I 1 is a basis. From the fact that a basis

\ /
will not map a non-zero vector to a zero vector, I2 — I\ must be equal to rd,. However, this

contradicts our assumption that h - h ^ "^^i for all integers m. D
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Theorem 5 : Let q = p - 1. A q-D array algorithm (H,S) from a p nested loop algorithm Ag

that satisfies Conditions 1 through 3 maps Ag correctly into a q-D array Ar.

Proof : From Lemma 4, Condition 4 can be derived from Condition 2. Therefore, the rest of the

proof is the same as that of Theorem 3, except that we do not need to consider data collisions in

the data links. D

Theorem 5 shows that Conditions 1, 2, and 3 are both necessary and sufficient for transforming

a p nested loop algorithm to a (p - 1)-D systolic algorithm. Theorem 5 also explains why the

space-time mapping and Condition 3 by themselves are sufficient for transforming a p nested loop

algorithm to a (p - 1)-D systolic algorithm.
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